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WINDS, BUBBLES, ...BUT MAGNETIZED:
SOLUTIONS FOR HIGH SPEED POST-AGB WINDS AND THEIR
EXTREME COLLIMATION
G. Garc a-Segura,1 J. A. L opez,1 and J. Franco2
RESUMEN
Este art culo propone soluciones para el origen de los vientos de estrellas del tipo post-AGB, su aceleraci on
hasta alta velocidad, y la subsecuente formaci on de nebulosas protoplanetarias altamente colimadas. Se calculan
varios modelos de vientos con velocidades terminales desde algunas decenas de kms
 1 hasta de 103 kms
 1, los
cuales producen nebulosas protoplanetarias con momentos lineales en el rango 1036 a 1040 gcms 1 y energ as
cin eticas en el rango 1042 a 1047 erg. Estos resultados concuerdan con las observaciones disponibles de nebulosas
protoplanetarias. En el esquema simple que se plantea, la presi on magn etica en la supercie estelar es la  unica
causa de los vientos. En este estudio no se tienen en cuenta otros tipos de fuerzas, excepto la gravedad. La
conclusi on del estudio es que, tanto las tasas de p erdida de masa de las estrellas del tipo post-AGBs como los
tiempos de transici on entre las fases tard as de estrellas tipo AGB y estrellas centrales de nebulosas planetarias
pueden estar directamente ligadas a la producci on de campo magn etico en los n ucleos estelares. Como ejemplo,
se predicen tasas de p erdida de masa tan altas como 8  10 5 M yr 1, y tiempos de transici on tan cortos
como 5000 a~ nos.
ABSTRACT
This paper provides solutions for the origin of post-AGB winds, their acceleration up to high speed, and the
subsequent formation of extremely collimated proto-planetary nebulae. Several wind models with terminal
velocities from a few tens of kms
 1 up to 103 kms
 1 are calculated, which produce proto-planetary nebulae
with linear momenta in the range 1036 to 1040 gcms 1 and with kinetic energies in the range 1042 to 1047 erg.
These results match available observations of proto-planetary nebulae. In the present simplistic scheme, the
driver of the wind is just the magnetic pressure at the stellar surface. Other forces are not taken into account
in this study, except gravity. We conclude that mass-loss rates of post-AGB stars and transition times from
late AGB up to planetary nebula central stars could be directly linked with the production of magnetic eld
at the stellar core. As an example, mass-loss rates as large as 8  10 5 M yr 1 and transition times as short
as 5000 years are predicted.
Key Words: ISM: BUBBLES | ISM: JETS AND OUTFLOWS | STARS: AGB, POST-AGB | STARS:
MASS LOSS
1. INTRODUCTION
Classically, it has been accepted in the literature
that planetary nebulae (PNs) are powered by line-
driven winds emerging from their central stars, in the
form of a two-wind dynamic interaction (Kwok, Pur-
ton, & Fitzgerald 1978). Evidences for this scenario
are the large number of P Cygni line proles detected
in the central objects (see review by Perinotto 1983).
On the other hand, winds from asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) stars are thought to be driven by radi-
ation pressure on dust grains (see review by Habing
1996), although an alternative physical mechanism
has been proposed by Pascoli (1997) based on the
magnetic pressure at the stellar surface, which is
transported out from the stellar interior.
1Instituto de Astronom a, UNAM, Ensenada, M exico.
2Instituto de Astronom a, UNAM, M exico D.F., M exico.
Proto-planetary nebulae (PPNs) are transitional
objects, and one could think that they are also pow-
ered by radiation pressure. However, observations of
PPNs (Alcolea et al. 2001; Bujarrabal et al. 2001 and
references therein) reveal that the linear momenta
and kinetic energies associated with those nebulae
are extremely large. Specically, from a total sample
of 32 PPNs studied in Bujarrabal et al. (2001), 80%
of those PPNs have momenta that are too large to be
powered by radiation pressure, in several cases up to
three orders of magnitude. They do not match with
radiation pressure on dust grains, line-driven winds
or continuum-driven winds. This basic problem has
been discussed in detail by Bujarrabal et al. (2001),
and there is still no clear candidate for a possible
driver.
Pascoli's (1997) results oer an alternative for
the large amount of mass lost by AGB stars, and
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WINDS, BUBBLES, ...BUT MAGNETIZED 13
it is logical to make an extension to the case of post-
AGB stars, provided that the generation of magnetic
elds could be even more ecient in post-AGB stars
(Blackman et al. 2001). OH maser radio observa-
tions of the PPN K3-35 (Miranda et al. 2001) reveal
the existence of circular polarization attributed to
the Zeeman eect, proving the existence of magnetic
eld in PPNs, while radio observations of CRL2688
and NGC7027 by Greaves (2002) proved that the
magnetic elds in both objects are predominantly
toroidal, in accordance with Pascoli's results. Thus,
magnetic-driven winds could be a reasonable solu-
tion for the origin of PPNs.
In previous papers (R o_ zyczka & Franco 1996;
Garc a-Segura 1997; Garc a-Segura et al. 1999;
Garc a-Segura & L opez 2000; Garc a-Segura, L opez,
& Franco 2001), we assumed magnetized line-driven
winds in the range 102 to 103 kms
 1 in which the
magnetic eld was entirely radial at the stellar sur-
face, and it did not play an important role near
the star, only at large distances. Those solutions
were used to model planetary nebulae with hot cen-
tral stars, where line-driven winds should operate.
Blackman et al. (2001) also proposed that the elds
should be primarily poloidal and parallel to the ow
at small distances from the star, whereas at large dis-
tances one would expect a dominant toroidal compo-
nent. In Blackman et al. (2001), the post-AGB wind
is produced by magneto-centrifugal processes when
the AGB star sheds its outer layers and exposes the
rapidly rotating, magnetized core.
In the present work, we consider a dierent ap-
proach to the problem in accordance with Pascoli
(1997). The wind is computed from the stellar sur-
face, and it is solved from sonic velocity up to the
terminal velocity. For simplicity, the toroidal mag-
netic eld at the stellar surface is the main and only
driver of the wind. This is probably an ideal, simpli-
ed case, but it allows us to quantify the pure eect
of the magnetic eld. The eects of radiation pres-
sure acting together with the magnetic eld, and the
contribution of a poloidal component of the eld will
be the subject of a future paper.
2. NUMERICAL MODELS
The novel aspect in this paper with respect to
our previous ones (R o_ zyczka & Franco 1996; Garc a-
Segura 1997; Garc a-Segura et al. 1999; Garc a-
Segura & L opez 2000; Garc a-Segura et al. 2001)
is that a stellar wind is not imposed at the inner
boundary, rather, the wind is computed in a simple
manner.
In order to do so, we initially set a cold (100K),
isothermal atmosphere, which obeys a power law in
the form   r 2, with outward sonic velocity i.e.,
the initial conditions are almost stationary. The stel-
lar gravitational eld is included as an external force,
which corresponds to that of a point mass of 1M.
Note that under these conditions, the whole atmo-
sphere will collapse in a free-fall timescale if no other
forces are included. Once the grid is lled with the
above conditions, a toroidal magnetic eld is intro-
duced at the stellar surface
B() = Bs sin; (1)
where Bs is the eld at the equator. Note that
the surface magnetic eld Bs introduced in previ-
ous papers corresponded to the radial component of
the eld, while in this paper it is an already purely
toroidal component, following Pascoli (1997). It is
precisely the magnetic pressure ( B2
s) introduced
at the stellar surface which causes the atmosphere to
expand, and the result of this is a pure, magnetically-
driven stellar wind. Note that radiation pressure has
not been taken into account in this study, whose only
purpose is to isolate pure magnetic eects. A more
realistic model will include the eects of both, but
this is beyond the scope of the present paper.
To compute the time evolution of above initial
conditions, we have performed the simulations us-
ing the magnetohydrodynamic code ZEUS-3D (ver-
sion 3.4), developed by M. L. Norman and the Lab-
oratory for Computational Astrophysics. This is
a nite-dierence, fully explicit, Eulerian code de-
scended from the code described in Stone & Norman
(1992). A method of characteristics is used to com-
pute magnetic elds, as described in Clarke (1996),
and ux freezing is assumed in all the runs. We have
used spherical polar coordinates (r;;), with re-
ecting boundary conditions at the equator and the
polar axis. Rotational symmetry is assumed with
respect to the polar axis, and our models are eec-
tively two-dimensional. The simulations are carried
out in the meridional (r;) plane, but three indepen-
dent components of the velocity and magnetic eld
are computed (i.e., the simulations are \two and a
half" dimensions).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Post-AGB Wind Models
We have rst veried our method using as input
stellar conditions the ones used by Pascoli (1997) for
an AGB star, which are: M = 1:1M, Rs = 2AU,
Bs = 40G, and s = 3:5  10 10 gcm 3.W
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14 GARC IA-SEGURA, LOPEZ, FRANCO
TABLE 1
MODEL PARAMETERS
Bs v1 (40Rs) _ M Ms Rs
Model G kms
 1 M yr 1 M AU
A 0.1 34 1:6  10 6 1.0 4.5
B 1.0 374 1:67  10 5 1.0 4.5
C 5.0 1874 8:35  10 5 1.0 4.5
Our grid consists of 200  180 equidistant zones
in r and , respectively. The innermost radial zone
lies at ri = 2AU, just at the stellar surface, and the
outermost zone at ro = 80AU. The angular extent
is 90 in each case.
For those values, we obtain a similar result for
the asymptotic velocity v1 = 17:7kms
 1 at r =
40Rs (i.e., 80 AU), inside the range 10 to 20kms
 1
obtained by Pascoli (1997). Our solution agrees in
shape with his Figure 3 (case 1=x2).
The next step is to select a prototype stel-
lar candidate to compute solutions for post-AGB
winds. We have selected from the literature the
very well studied object OH231.8+4.2 (S anchez-
Contreras, Bujarrabal, & Alcolea 1997; Alcolea et al.
2001; Bujarrabal et al. 2002; Jura, Chen, & Plavchan
2002; Desmurs et al. 2002), which has a cool (M9III,
T  2000K) central star with M  1M, Rs =
4:5AU, and a rotation velocity of vrot = 6kms
 1,
member of the open cluster NGC2437 (M46), with
an estimated initial mass of MZAMS = 3M.
We have computed three wind solutions (A, B,
C), in which the imposed stellar magnetic elds are
0.1, 1, and 5G, respectively (Table 1).
The asymptotic terminal velocity has been mea-
sured at r = 40Rs just above the equatorial plane.
To compute the mass-loss rate, we have solved the
integral
_ M(r) 
Z =2
0
_ m(r;)sind (2)
at r = 40Rs , where
_ m(r;)  4(r;)v1(r;)r2: (3)
These solutions are computed with a xed grid, in
which the innermost radial zone lies at ri = 4:5AU,
just at the stellar surface, and the outermost zone at
ro = 180AU (i.e., 40Rs), up to the point where the
solutions become stationary in time.
These calculations show the feasibility for
toroidal magnetic elds to originate winds from a
few tens of kms
 1 up to 103 kms
 1 for cool stars,
-0.1 0.0 0.1
R (pc)
-0.1
0.0
0.1
-20 -19 -18 -17
log density (g/cm
3)
           
Fig. 1. Logarithm of density for model B (1G) after
1000yr of evolution (center) in comparison with obser-
vations of He3-401 (Sahai 2002: left) and M2-9 (Schwarz
et al. 1997: right).
in which line-driven winds are not eective and ra-
diation pressure on dust grains does not provide fast
solutions.
3.2. Proto-Planetary Nebula Models
The next step is to calculate the type of nebu-
lae that previous post-AGB wind models are able to
originate.
A self-expanding grid technique has been used in
order to allow a large range in the spatial coordi-
nate of several orders of magnitude. Our expand-
ing grids consist of 200  180 equidistant zones in r
and , respectively. The innermost radial zone lies
at ri = 4:5AU, just at the stellar surface, and the
outermost zone lies initially at ro = 180AU. These
values are used only up to the point where a shock
approaches the outer boundary. After that, a shock
tracking routine evaluates the expansion velocity of
each forward shock (vs) at the polar axis and pro-
duces a self-expanding grid using vg(i) = vs(r(i)=rs),
where vg(i) and r(i) are the velocity and position of
each grid zone in the r-coordinate, and rs is the po-
sition of the shock wave. Thus, the nal grid sizeW
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-0.06 -0.04 -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06
R (pc)
-0.06
-0.04
-0.02
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.06
-21 -20 -19 -18 -17 -16
log density (g/cm
3)
           
Fig. 2. Logarithm of density for model B (1G) at 1000yr,
but with a magnetic cycle of 80years. Every 40 years a
blob is formed at the polar axis.
depends on the dynamical evolution for each indi-
vidual run. The angular extent is 90 in each case.
As an example, in Figure 1 we show the solution
of a numerical simulation for model B at 1000yr from
the onset of the fast wind, in which the imposed
eld is 1G at the stellar surface. The solution is an
extremely collimated nebula, similar in shape, size
and kinematics to He3-401 and M2-9 (see the gure
for direct comparison).
4. MAGNETIC CYCLES
We have computed (Figure 2) a model with a sim-
ple treatment of the stellar magnetic eld Bs, which
is allowed to change sign in a cycle of the form:
Bs(t) = Bmax cos(2
t
P
); (4)
where Bmax is the maximum average B-eld at the
stellar surface, and P is the period of the magnetic
cycle. Since we do not know the true variational
form of the eld, this functional form is just a sim-
ple rst approximation. As in the case of the Sun, we
assume that Bmax has opposite signs in each hemi-
sphere, with a neutral current sheet near the equa-
torial plane (e.g., Wilcox & Ness 1965; Smith, Tsu-
rutani, & Rosenberg 1978). Its average thickness in
Fig. 3. Evolution of total linear momentum (top) and
total kinetic energy (bottom) gained by models A (0.1
G), B (1 G) and C (5 G). Available observations (crosses)
are taken from Bujarrabal et al. (2001).
the Solar case is of about 108 cm, and its presence
does not aect the eld outside the equatorial sec-
tions. For simplicity, given that we compute only
one hemisphere, we neglect the size of this current
sheet.
We have used a period of 80yr. This value is
actually taken from Sahai et al. (2002) to match the
case of He2-90. Fig. 2 shows the formation of a
highly collimated nebula, which shows a knotty jetW
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16 GARC IA-SEGURA, LOPEZ, FRANCO
inside the bubble. The knot separations are 40yr
in time, which corresponds to one half of the period
imposed for the magnetic cycle.
5. DISCUSSION
It is important to compute the kinetic energy and
linear momentum resulting from the models in order
to compare with the available observations of PPNs
(Bujarrabal et al. 2001). Both quantities are plotted
in Figure 3, for three dierent values of the surface
magnetic elds, covering a time interval of 1000yr.
The plot shows that most of the nebulae t in be-
tween model B (1G) and model C (5G.). Therefore,
magnetically-driven winds can, in principle, solve the
PPN problem (Bujarrabal et al. 2001), in which the
linear momenta and kinetic energies associated with
these nebulae are far too large to be powered by ra-
diation pressure.
The other important point that comes out of this
study is that magnetically-driven winds are able to
shorten the transition time between the AGB and
PN phases. For example, a late-AGB star with 1M
can evolve into a PN central star of 0.6M in only
5000yr for model C (5G) and in 24,000yr for model
B (1G). These numbers are smaller than previous
studies which only take into account radiation pres-
sure (Villaver, Manchado, & Garc a-Segura 2002).
Therefore, we conclude that mass-loss rates of
post-AGB stars and transition times from late AGB
stars up to planetary nebula central stars could be
directly linked to the production of magnetic eld at
the stellar core.
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